4-H SHEEP WORKSHEET
Grade 5

Name: ____________________________________

4-H Club: ____________________________

Answers to these questions can be found in the “Sheep Resource Handbook” 4-H 194 R
Use Chapter 1 to answer the following questions:
1. Write the letter of the definition next to the vocabulary word it matches.
____ Incisors

a. meat from sheep older than 12 months of age

____ Polled

b. naturally hornless

____ Tagging

c. the fat within the muscle

____ Concentrate

d. a feed high in nutrients and low in fibrous materials

____ Marbling

e. front teeth

____ Gestation

f. Trimming/shearing the wool away from the tail or dock area

____ Mutton

g. Removal of the tail

____ Docking

h. time from the date the ewe is mated with the ram until the lamb is born

Use Chapter 2 to answer the following questions:
2. Match the correct letter to the correct part of the sheep.
____ Ribs
____ Thoracic Vertebrae

A

____ Sacrum

B

____ Humerus

C

D

____ Phalanges
____ Patella
____ Pelvis
____ Lumbar Vertebrae

F
O
G
N

H

____ Tibia
____ Scapula
____ Cranium
____ Radius
____ Cervical Vertebrae
____ Femur
____ Ulna

E

I

M

K
L
J

Use the feed label (and page 63 in the manual) to
the right to answer the following questions:
3. What is the active drug ingredient?

4. What is the maximum crude fat?
_________________________________________

5. What vitamins are in the feed?
_________________________________________

6. What disease does this prevent?
______________________________________
7. What growth stage should receive this feed?
______________________________________

Please answer the general questions below.
8.

Why did you select this project?
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

9. What type of housing are you providing for your animal and what three things would you like to
improve in the care of your animal? _________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
10. Now that you have identified some areas to improve, please list your specific goals for this year.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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